
Hundreds of healthcare
entrepreneurs and innovators have
relied on Rebecca's guidance to
launch new companies, comply with
the complex regulatory landscape of
the healthcare and data industry, and
close deals with investors and
customers. 

Rebecca enjoys immersing herself in
the goals and growth of companies
that are changing how healthcare is
delivered and paid for in the US (and
around the world). 

As a female founder herself, she's
especially passionate about working
with BIPOC and female entrepreneurs
and founders.

A CMS veteran, startup investor,
karaoke samurai, and kindness
enthusiast, Rebecca lives in Virginia
with her husband and three sons.

From podcast interviews to accelerator workshops
to subject matter expertise for news publications,
Rebecca shares business insights into what's
happening in the healthcare industry, how it
impacts innovators, and what's on the horizon.

Innovators and entrepreneurs in the healthcare
space enjoy her straightforward approach in
moving past barriers in complex situations and
getting things done.

Startup strategies for growth and acceleration
Implementing/expanding a multi-state
telemedicine business
Emerging digital health trends, models,
companies
Legal barriers to healthcare innovation (and
how to surmount them)
Reimbursement for new technologies and care
delivery modalities
Implications of the latest Stark/AKS rules and
exceptions for innovators
Purchasing, analyzing, sharing, and protecting
healthcare data

Healthcare startup founders and investors
Women and BIPOC leaders in healthcare
Providers embarking on transformational change
Digital healthcare executives and clients
Women and parents in business, venture, law,
and entrepreneurship
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Speaker | Advisor | Strategist

"It was actually really fun working
with you and I can't say that
about any other attorney."

REBECCA GWILT,  ESQ.

#digitalhealth #telehealth
#healthtech #RPM #mHealth

#predictiveanalytics #healthIT
#telemedicine #teledentistry

#valuebasedcare
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